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Breathe in the air — and
gulp at those Alpine views
NATURE wants you back’,
Such slogans are becoming
commonplace in the race to
attract snow-free tourism in
alpine regions and for more
transformational and experiential
journeys around the world.
Verbier, one of Switzerland’s
iconic winter sport resorts, is
already a benchmark location for
the freeride world. Geraldine Fasnacht is a legendary local free
riding supremo who won the first
of her three trophies at the ski
Xtreme competition in the resort
by the age of 21. The fearless female participant in a field usually
dominated by men also does wingsuit flying and has a number of impressive firsts to her name.
It’s a sunshine-dappled morning
at the end of August and the riders
come hurtling down the mountain
— some from 1,000 metres further
up. According to Tim, an expat bar
keeper from York the challenging
mountain biking descent here is as
adrenaline charged as it gets with
any adventure sport.
All the more reason for some of
us to dismount our bikes and take
to the hiking trails instead. Yet, as
the guy hiring out the E-bikes
points out: “Nobody minds you
taking advantage of a helping
hand to make sure you get to the
very top”.
Taking in wonderful panoramas
from Les Ruinettes, towering high
above Verbier, the mountain’s fresh
air and spectacular views can be
accessed with the minimum of
effort thanks to the invention of
the Electric Assistance Bike.
Suitable on all cross-country
routes, electric bikes can run
between 50 and 100km before recharging is necessary.
Verbier, beloved of A-listers
who hide out in simple-looking
chalets that are the last word in
luxury inside, including the likes
of Richard Branson and James
Blunt in the winter sport season,
glories in all kinds of adrenalinefuelled disciplines. Plans are afoot
to turn an E-Bike festival here into
something legendary.
Better not warn my companions
on our recent helter skelter E bike
adventures, some of whom had
their work cut out to stay on the
pebble strewn tricky terrain in the
Val de Bagnes. More than 1,000km
of mountain tracks are accessible
by E bike, ascending the mountainside to enjoy awesome panoramas
with less effort. The trick lies in the
lithium battery-operated motor attached to the cross bar that take
over on the hills, or whenever you
want to rest your legs a while.
Verbier has been one of the first
Swiss regions to embrace transformational travel, encouraging
visitors to immerse themselves in
the simple joys of nature and the
elements for an ultimate chill out.
Switzerland’s enduring strong
currency and high prices can be a
deterrent to more budget-conscious visitors, but Verbier has
devised free and otherwise affordable attractions to entice foreign
visitors for non-ski seasons of
healthy, relaxed exploration.
I am here to test out the region’s
VIP (Verbier Infinite Playground)
pass, offering free and heavily discounted rates for more than 45 ac-
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LEFT: Isabel Conway on Cabane Brunet in Switzerland
and (above) making cheese, one of Verbier’s most
popular visitor activities

ISABEL CONWAY slopes off for a fabulous break in
one of Switzerland’s iconic winter sports resorts,
and enjoys both relaxation and activity in the Alps
tivities. It also gives free pedestrian admission to mountain lifts
to all guests who stay one night
and pay the tourist tax during the
snow-free season.
Arriving as sheets of rain
envelop the famous ski town, we
take refuge in Verbier Dairy to try
the cheese-making class (€25 for
two sharing the work station with
the VIP pass) which turns out to be
great fun and surprisingly satisfying. We are shown how to make the
regional speciality Tomme cheese,
working in pairs. The secret ingredients include a small glass of
bacteria laden milk and rennet
while we gently stir the mixture to
the required temperature.
Master Cheesemaker Marc Dubossan who runs the workshop,
says it has become one of Verbier’s
most popular visitor activities. A
tour reveals a Fort Knox like bank
of cheese, thick skinned golden
wheels of Raclette, in various
stages of maturity as far as the eye
can see, stored high on shelves in a
warren of cellar rooms, at full capacity worth around half a million
Swiss Francs (€500,000) “We never
leave the doors unlocked, it’s like a
proper bank,” Marc chuckles.
Our first overnight is spent in
simple but adequate Cabane Brunet
in a communal dorm housing 12

priced at €62 per person including
a continental breakfast. We arrive
whilst mist and rain swirls around
but wake up next day to a spectacular’ Toblerone’ like panorama
of mountain peaks and awesome
views back down the valley.
The gorgeous setting is a backdrop for an outdoor yoga class. It’s
easy to practise some mindfulness
and breathing exercises, deeply inhaling pristine Alpine air. Later, I
confine myself to less difficult
stretches and poses but others are
game for imitating expert yoga
teacher Svetlana of Wholeycow
(www.wholeycow.ch).
Then its forward and upward,
stumbling over steep Sery alpine
pasture trails with Marc Maret,a
mountain guide and ski instructor.
He explains that the most simple
work on a shed is so bound up in
red tape that permission may only
come from the desk of their Minister for Agriculture, to protect the
mountains from over-development.
High up in hidden lush meadows,
surrounded by the mountains we
view the renowned fighter bovines
who wear huge clanking bells.
Serenaded by an alpine horn,
the size of a drainpipe, whose accomplished player is booming out
Amazing Grace, we enjoy brunch
(€12,50 each with the VIP card) at

The gorgeous setting is a backdrop
“
for an outdoor yoga class. It’s easy to
practice mindfulness and breathing
exercises, inhaling pristine Alpine air.

2,200m, feasting on farm to table
local specialities: creamy aromatic
mountain cheeses, home-made
bread and delicious apricot jam,
local apple juice and naturally
milk produced right here on the
pastures, poured by Marc’s wife.
Now prepped for a serious hike,
while others decide to get a little
help with the gradient on E bikes,
we embark on a two-hour slog up
the mountain from Les Ruinettes
to Cabane Mont-Fort, our second
night’s accommodation in a mountain hut at an altitude of 2,457m.
Evening light spills across its
terrace as we enjoy lovely local
wines and watch an ever-changing
red-orange veil of sunset over the
distant Dents Blanches, enveloping
the France-Switzerland border.
Next morning it’s a 4am start for
a sunrise salutation at 3,300m on
the summit of Mont Fort. Like intrepid mountaineers we venture
out into black night, finding our
way with the help of our head
torches over rough stony terrain.
Dawn breaks, revealing the silhouettes of the Matterhorn, Grand
Combin and Mont Blanc, a glacier
glistens below the viewing platform. A sense of spirituality and
wonder at the majesty of nature
momentarily silences all.
Factfile: Isabel Conway was a
g u e s t o f Ve r b i e r To u r i s m ,
www.verbier.ch For information
on discounts and free activities in
the VIP pass, see www.verbier.ch/
en/vip-pass.htm
Isabel stayed a night at luxury
boutique hotel La Cordee des Alpes,
in Verbier, from €179 double including a full breakfast, sampling
a gastronomic five course dinner,
and two nights in mountain huts
Cabane de Mont Fort and Cabane
Brunet, shared accommodation
and facilities from €62 pp. Swiss
Air (www. swiss.com) flies DublinGeneva. Getting to Verbier: train
transfer ticket round trip from airport from €123 return.

My favourite
holidays
Orla Dolan is CEO of Breakthrough Cancer
Research in Cork. The organisation last
week hosted the ‘Breaking Through:
Research to Transform Cancer Treatment’
conference which saw 20 cancer research
experts including seven international
speakers, discuss new developments and
needs in cancer treatment.
■ Where was your favourite childhood holiday,
and why?
■ Every summer we went to West Cork, close to
Ahakista on Dunmanus Bay. Looking out on the
water, swimming in the sea, walking out to the
unmanned lighthouse on Sheep’s Head with the
sun shining and the wind howling. There is
nowhere more beautiful than West Cork when the
sun shines and now, I’m taking my own kids there
on holidays.
■ Where was your favourite holiday as an adult,
and why?
■ I recently went to Bali for a wedding and it was
everything I thought it would be and more. It’s like
what you would imagine paradise would look like
and the people are so warm and friendly. There
was so much to do — visiting temples, white water
rafting, snorkelling, visiting monkey forests and
doing jungle swings. It was amazing!
■ What is your favourite short-break city destination, and why?
■ It has to be Rome. You could go there 10 times
and never see it all. Every corner you turn there is
something beautiful to behold — a fountain, a
gallery or an ancient ruin. Not to mention the food!
If you are travelling with kids they will love the pizza
and gelato and the adults will love that and more.
The Italians’ love of food comes through everywhere.
■ Which city or country have you never visited
that you would love to see, and why?
■ I would love to visit Croatia and I have heard from
those lucky enough to have been there that it is
stunning. I would love to do two stops there, one
relaxing on the Adriatic, but also do a dynamic city
visit to Dubrovnik to immerse myself in the culture
and learn about the history.

Olra Dolan, CEO, Breakthrough Cancer Research.
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FÁILTE Ireland has partnered with website Lovin.ie to
showcase some of Ireland’s
spectacular walking trails
through a series of articles, videos and podcasts featuring
well known personalities.
Entitled ‘Tales and Trails’
the series will encourage
people to plan a short walking break in Ireland’s Ancient East, along the Wild Atlantic
Way, in Ireland’s Hidden Heartlands or in
Dublin.
Eleven bespoke podcasts have been recorded
as the well-known personalities walk the
trails from Donegal to Carlingford and from
Killashandra to Howth. Sonia O’Sullivan,
Mazer, JP McMahon, Stefanie Preissner,
Gavin Hennigan, Anna Geary, Alison Canavan, Philly McMahon, Finn NiFhaolain, Andy
Lee and Georgie Crawford are taking part. For
more see https://lovin.ie/tales-and-trails
Fáilte Ireland research shows that a quarter
of all adults participate in some sort of leisure
walking while on a holiday or short break. See
www.discoverireland.ie for places to stay.

